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- 277° Upper Boom Articulation!
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- Flat deck adaptable to hold spray equipment, stump grinders and other arborist equipment!
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This issue is devoted primarily to tree care safety, an area of our industry that I have been deeply involved in for more than 20 years.

Over that time, I have learned several valuable lessons about safety. First, like professionalism, safety is a way of life. You don’t turn it on and off; you use safe practices in everything that you do.

Second, accidents don’t just happen. They are caused when people commit an unsafe act, when they try to do something that is beyond their expertise or knowledge, when they are careless, or when they knowingly take unnecessary chances.

The most important ingredient in tree care safety is management’s commitment. Management must set an example and enforce safety requirements at all times. If the company places a high priority on safety practices, the field personnel will, too. Those who do not are accidents waiting to happen.

Tree care safety practices are embodied in the Z133 Standard of the American National Standards Institute. Every tree worker should be familiar with those practices and use them at all times. Management must take the time and spend the money to use tree care safety programs to train and retrain personnel.

Clearly, there is a moral obligation to prevent injuries. No one wants to see a worker injured. There are financial incentives, as well. Since the cost of workers compensation insurance is modified by a firm’s accident experience, companies with a low accident rate enjoy lower insurance rates. That means a competitive edge and more profits. Further, accidents disrupt production and cause injured personnel to miss work, reducing productivity and profitability.

“It isn’t going to happen to me!” is too familiar a cry. Unfortunately, “it” might happen to you. The less you do as an individual or a company to use and enforce safe practices, the more you increase the risk. The gamble just isn’t worth it.
Compare Beever Chippers to the Others, And Discover Why We're Number One.

The Eeger Beever Model 290

When you're in the market for a brush chipper, we think you should shop around. Compare features, performance, price, factory service and parts support, manufacturer's reputation, options available. Talk to other chipper owners. (We can give you names.) Ask questions.

After you've done your homework, we're confident you'll choose an Eeger Beever.

We don't hold more than 60 percent of the disc-style chipper market by accident. We haven't sold more chippers than anyone else with gimmicks, fast talk or promises we can't keep.

We've done it with hard work, attention to detail, by listening to our more than 6,000 customers and by stressing quality in everything we do.

Our Eeger Beever Model 290 sets the standard by which all other disc-style chippers are measured. It has the same patented design features that made the Eeger Beever the top seller in the first place. To this solid foundation we've made significant improvements, including a tougher frame, better hydraulics, larger infeed opening, longer feed wheels and other important features. It is, quite simply, the best chipper your money can buy.

Do your homework. Look at the competition. We'll be waiting for your call.

THE BEEVERS, INC.
P.O. BOX 800 WINN, MI 48896
(517) 866-2381 (800) 233-6065
Call or write for a free video demonstration and the dealer nearest you.
Safety First

An interview with a leading tree care safety expert

By Peter Gerstenberger, Editor

Gerald D. Duke is the director of safety and training for Laidlaw Tree Service in Rochester, New York.

Laidlaw Tree Service is owned by Laidlaw, Inc., a Canadian conglomerate. Laidlaw owns the largest yellow bus fleet in North America, and is second largest in the hazardous waste handling business. The company's growth has been largely through acquisition of service businesses. Two and a half years ago, the company bought Monroe Tree and Lawn Tender in Rochester, New York, and Love & Associates in Virginia. Laidlaw Tree Service employs more than 1,000 workers and operates in 11 states, providing utility line clearance tree trimming, residential/commercial tree care and lawn care. Duke was hired to develop training for crews and management and oversee claims handling procedures.

Duke enjoys the challenge of getting a program to work, seeing management people grow in their abilities, and seeing the workplace become a safe environment. He designs his programs so that over time, employees assume increasing responsibility for the program's success.

In the small or medium-size firm, the owner typically wears many hats with little time to administer a safety program. A successful accident-prevention program should run itself, however. Duke stresses that company commitment is important in making his task force concept work.

Tell us about your background, specifically, what experiences led you into this field?

I enjoy safety because of the things I did in the past. As I was going through school, tree work was what I did, and I enjoyed it. I was in law enforcement at the state and federal levels. I was a claims manager for a national insurance company. About 17 years ago I came back into tree work. I became a foreman on a residential crew, advanced to general foreman with a utility line clearance firm, working on right-of-ways. I advanced to utility supervisor for an area covering several states. The opening for safety director became available and I started in, seven years ago.

Describe the structure of Laidlaw's safety program.

Our program is very simple: I believe that for the program to work, the employees must be involved in the program and management must be committed to it. The first thing I did was to create a forum for communication between the field people and management. I established an employee task force—two foremen and one management level person from each division. They meet on a quarterly basis to review serious accidents and request equipment changes to make their jobs more safe. They basically write the policy.

For nine months, the emphasis was upon having these task force meetings and getting the employees to start writing the operations and training manual that is now in the field. They are governed by the manual and they can change it through using the task force. The bottom line for any change is that it has to be consistent with the ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standards and OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) regulations that apply. Other than that, employees have total freedom to change
When Duke set up his first accident-prevention program based on the employee task force concept, he asked his district managers and general foremen what aspect of their jobs they would most like to change. Their answer: more reasonable working hours—less than the 60 hours per week they were accustomed to. The company was able to respond and significantly reduce the amount of time needed to administer accident-prevention programs by placing more responsibility for those programs with work crews.

We begin with the premise that every crew member has the responsibility for his safety as well as the crew’s safety. The crew leader has the authority to take disciplinary action.

How do you assure employee participation?
We do not refer to our operations and training manual as a safety manual. All employees have a part in writing it, so they are a part of the process. After 30 days, they are evaluated. This keeps their interest. This evaluation is primarily a management tool to test their level of knowledge. The evaluations are structured by the job description. The evaluations are “graded,” but only to let the employee know how he is doing. A letter to the employee tells him what questions were missed. A copy also goes to the general foreman. It is that person’s responsibility to see that employees get training in the areas in which they are weak. Pay advancement requires a performance evaluation.
review. The performance review involves a formal test of understanding. The test is comprised of information necessary to that next level of advancement. There is a passing grade on the performance review—if they don’t achieve 80%, they don’t get the advancement or the raise. However, we don’t slam the door on them. If they don’t pass, they can retest within 30 days.

Our job descriptions have experience requirements. For example, a groundsperson is eligible for promotion after three months. The climber trainee is eligible for promotion after 12 months.

What is management’s role in accident prevention? How does management become committed?

Management becomes committed over time. Management is safety, it is training. I help them develop policy, the software, the programs needed to administer safety. Right now, I chair the task force meetings. Next year, I’ll step out of that role. Either a general foreman or division manager will take over. I’ll be there to observe and advise. My role becomes smaller and smaller, by design. It’s their company, their programs, their people. All they have to learn is how to handle the programs.

Incidentally, when I attend a task force meeting, I generally stay in that locale for a week, so I stay in touch with the field force in that way.

We have an executive claims committee that reviews accidents we believe could have a serious consequence. Right now, that includes any time we knock down a conductor, or any type of electrical contact by equipment. The executive committee is made up of the general manager, myself, and if it involves a piece of equipment, the equipment manager. We meet by conference call with the division manager or district manager of the entity involved. I send out the complete file pertaining to the accident to each person involved.

This review takes place within 15 working days. This gives us time to assemble the information and get any necessary photos or drawings. Within five days of the conference call, I must send out a critique to all participants that outlines what actions must be taken.

Could you outline the hiring and employment schedule your company uses, starting with the job applicant?

Applicants fill out an application with medical questions. They are given a driving test. We run an MVR (motor vehicle record) check. We rate them based upon their prior qualifications. The general foreman or division manager conducts the interview.

After 30 days, a new hire is given the first performance evaluation. If the new hire with previous experience does not pass the test for the level at which he was rated upon hiring, he is bumped down to the level at which management feels he can perform adequately.
The same is not true for existing Laidlaw employees. When an existing employee does not test well at his rated level, the general foreman and division manager have to go to work to correct any weaknesses.

All of our people are given written evaluation exams based on our employee manual, commencing 30 days after they are hired. We use five basic job descriptions: the groundsperson, climber-trainee, advanced climber-trainee, top climber, and line clearance trimmer/crew leader. The manual’s approved operating procedures (AOPs) for each level of employee is color-coded—any page color-coded to the level an employee desires to attain is information that employee must study.

A groundsperson learns how to handle saws, other hand equipment, ropes, road cones, knot-tying and the like.

The climber-trainee just learns how to climb a tree. This person is not allowed to approach closer than ten feet to (electrical) conductors, so the training for a line clearance person and a res/com person is essentially the same to this point.

For the advanced climber-trainee, we start emphasizing the electrical hazards possibilities—how they can identify conductors, how they can handle branches or limbs that are interfering with conductors. We have tree i.d., tree biology and pruning standards.

Top climber testing places more emphasis on tree identification and proper techniques.

You are providing Electrical Hazards Awareness training for your residential/commercial crews—why?

For three reasons. Number one, it’s a convenience to the company. Eight-five percent of our work is utility, so the training manual we prepared had to respond to the needs of that group. Secondly, with the way OSHA’s proposed vertical standard looks right now and with the trends in the industry, we felt it would be beneficial to have all our res/com people as well-trained in electrical hazards as utility people. Finally, it gives the res/com people more growth potential because it makes them more versatile.

The utilities have copies of our training manual, and they understand that our res/com crews get training equivalent to the utility...
With the task force concept, employees police their own activities. Rather than act as the enforcer, Duke is often the interested observer or adviser. He has even videotaped crews working, played back the video to the crews, and allowed them to tell him when they saw problems to be corrected.

crews. They are therefore very receptive to the private crews working around their conductors.

Dr. James Wilkinson is training your pesticide applicators—could you describe that training?

The Lawn Tender business is very seasonal—it requires a concentrated training effort. With all the other programs we are attempting to start this year, we did not want to neglect our pesticide applicators. Therefore, we decided to go to an outside contractor for this service. The correspondence courses that Jim Wilkinson offers seemed to best suit our needs. We enrolled all Lawn Tender and tree spray people in the weekly classes. Feedback has been very favorable.

We view it as an interim measure—it bought time to get our Lawn Tender manual together. It will be in the field next year. We will probably run our new program parallel to this one for a year so we can compare them.

Is there any one area in your workers comp claims that is conspicuous, and what are you doing to control this problem?

Yes, back injury claims are by far the most expensive. We are addressing it with a training program that creates awareness and teaches lifting techniques to help avoid injury. This will be coupled with an exercise program.

I have developed this approach over several years, after working closely with an insurance company representative. Consider that the average worker in this industry is probably young and in good physical condition—muscular. It seems almost inconceivable that such a person could get hurt lifting a 9-pound chainsaw over a fence, yet that’s typical of what happens. This worker, like the professional athlete, can easily strain a muscle, especially at the beginning of the day or right after lunch, usually in the first strenuous activity undertaken.

There are six basic stretching exercises that can be done off the running board of a truck or a fender of a chipper. They only take about three minutes, so they don’t disrupt the work routine. They virtually eliminate strain injuries, and have reduced claims for us by about 30%.

---

Pruning is a breeze with our revolutionary TRI-EDGE design. We've combined the best—Japanese High Technology and Fanno Quality, so we can offer this remarkable tool at a very affordable price. The 12” blade is Japanese manufactured to our custom specifications of high quality, flat ground saw stock with this new, unique tri-edge tooth design. The razor sharp blade with 6 teeth per inch gives you an extra smooth cutting action that is remarkably clean and fast. And the marine grade laminated hardwood handle is comfortable and durable.

FI-1311 Saw with 13” cutting edge, 6 teeth per inch, contoured handle $21.90
FI-13aB Blade only for pole saw mount $17.00

INTERNATIONAL a service of
FANNO SAW WORKS

P.O. Box 628 Chico, California 95927 (916) 895-1762 FAX (916) 895-0302
OSHA, in its proposed Vertical Standard for the utility line clearance industry, is pushing to make CPR and First Aid training mandatory on every crew of two or more. How do you feel about that?

It is impossible to predict which member of a crew may become injured and require CPR or First Aid. We're running a lot of two-man crews. My goal is to have everyone trained in First Aid and CPR. One obstacle is employee turnover. The majority of that turnover occurs in the first 90 days. Therefore, for any of our job descriptions that require more than 90 days experience, you will see CPR and First Aid as prerequisites for advancement. We monitor this process with our computer program—it's not that difficult to get these people trained as long as management has records that tell them who needs it and when. They can't be required to keep that data, they have enough to do. That's where my department comes in.

Laidlaw pays for the training, and in certain areas, provides the trainers. We use local hospitals, paramedic units and volunteer fire departments. They have the time to train us and appreciate the revenue. It has worked out very well, economically, for us.

What are you doing about compliance with OSHA's Hearing Conservation Act, which went into effect in 1985?

We're using mobile testing services—this allows me 12 months to get testing done, versus six months if we were to use a standard facility. Anyone with us for over six months is tested. That program is far more difficult to administer than the CPR program because of the difficulty of getting personnel and the mobile service together at a convenient time.

Training on the use of hearing protection is built into our existing training curriculum.

What can you tell us about your record-keeping?

Let me tell you why we have to have computerized systems. With this type of program with evaluations and performance reviews, it's critical to know where all employees are with respect to their training and qualifications. Often, people are qualified to advance, but there are no slots open for them to advance into. In moments our computer can give us lists of qualified employees.

The second reason for the system is tracking all employee information. The "personnel" side of this database has three screens of information. The first is basic employee information such as name, address, date of hire, etc. The next screen tracks that employee's education history—this includes the employee's in-house training as well as outside training. For example, we encourage our crew leaders to take the NAA home study courses for Arboriculture I and II. We also will be encouraging more and more outside courses in the green industry. We need to track driver training, with the commercial motor vehicle requirements coming into effect. We need to...
know that they have taken a written test; we have to keep track of violations.

The third screen is job-related. We document citations for failure to follow approved operating procedures. We also document any letters of commendation from customers or the public.

I am able to provide my managers with lists of employees whose CPR cards are expiring, who are due for hearing tests, and so on. This type of system is necessary with this many employees coupled with the ever-increasing burden of regulations we’re faced with.

Your program also tracks your workers compensation claims ...

That’s the other side of the program. We track workers comp and general liability claims. I can print reports that tell me, for instance, how many accidents a particular general foreman has had in his area, who was involved in each instance, who the crew leader was, the date it happened, how and where it happened, the date it was sent to an adjusting company, the amount of reserves and the amount of paid claims.

Give us a typical example of how you might use the data.

Say a division is operating with an accident incidence rate of 13%. Typically, a 13% incidence rate in this industry is considered to be good. However, if I break that down by the general foremen within that division and find that a particular general foreman is running an incidence rate of 30%, then we can go in and dissect the problem: is it due to work habits because of the caliber of employee we hired, is it due to starting a large number of employees in a short span of time, or is it directly attributable to the general foreman not performing his task as outlined? The program places a shaft of light upon a specific entity within a division, then lets us analyze it in detail.

You are chairman of the ANSI Z133 Committee, as well as an active member and past chairman of the National Arborist Association Safety Committee. Would you care to comment on the experience?

My committee involvement has helped me stay attuned to the industry as a whole. When all your efforts are directed by any one company, it’s easy to develop tunnel vision. Exposure to the industry’s problems also gives me exposure to many more solutions—it makes me more well-rounded as a safety director.

Are there identifiable “hot buttons” in tree care safety right now?

One of the major concerns facing the Z133 Committee is what to do about disc chippers. There needs to be something somewhere that regulates their manufacture and use; the issue centers on the distance from the “pinch points,” the infeed rollers, to the edge of the hopper. There really isn’t a design or manufacturing standard for chippers. Z133 is largely a standard for operations. The concern is whether Z133 should set a manufacturing standard for a minimum hopper length.

Another issue that will probably resurface is that of the mandatory use of chaps by chain saw operators. The committee entertained the issue several years ago and decided against making chaps a requirement at that time.

What advice would you give to the small tree care company with no formal safety program?

Don’t worry about an elaborate manual. In the small company, Z133 would suffice. The only other thing needed is for management to sit down with employees and establish some job descriptions. Tie those descriptions to specific parts of Z133, and you have a safety manual. That’s where you start. If you need help with accident-prevention training, but don’t have the time or budget to create your own programs, the National Arborist Association has excellent off-the-shelf programs you can purchase.

Good accident prevention begins with management commitment. The task force concept gets employees communicating with management. They become part of the solution, not part of the problem.

Editor’s Note: The ANSI Z133 Standard for Tree Care Safety is available from the American National Standards Institute, Inc., 1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018. Individual copies are $12, and $4 for shipping.
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All shapes and sizes qualify for our PAGEANT.

Nothing's worse than slimy worms crawling on your shrubs, ugly beetles munching on your pines and nasty borers blemishing your birches. That's why you need new PAGEANT* DF in your tank.

Any other insecticide has to settle for first runner-up. PAGEANT DF is the only tree and shrub insecticide that gives you the active ingredient chlorpyrifos in a dry, flowable formulation. Its long residual keeps protecting the beauty of trees and shrubs long after other insecticides have left the scene. And studies show that chlorpyrifos is gentle to both applicator and environment.

What's even more attractive is its broad spectrum of control. You can control everything from beetles to borers to worms—all with a single insecticide.

Since it's a dry, flowable formulation, PAGEANT DF also has minimal odor and less chance of phytotoxicity. Plus, it goes into solution beautifully—no more clogged nozzles, or undissolved clumps. Your applicators can mix without dust. And without the splashing caused by liquid insecticides.

So much talent in such a beautiful package. Almost seems unfair. PAGEANT DF not only works better than the competition, it also looks better. But that cube-shaped container offers more than good looks—it's specially designed for easier handling and disposal.

Each container holds five full pounds of insecticide. At a mixing ratio of 1-2 pounds per 100 gallons of water, PAGEANT DF is ideally packaged for larger spray tanks.

Why not judge for yourself how well PAGEANT DF protects the beauty of trees and shrubs? Then send a clear message to the insecticide you're presently using: hand over the crown. To find out more, call 1-800-373-2DOW.

*Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company.
Laws vs Regulations

Does The Difference Make A Difference?

By Robert Felix
Publisher

There is a difference between a law and a regulation, and if you ever want to do something about either one, you need to know what the difference is.

Laws are enacted by legislative bodies, such as Congress or your state legislature. Laws usually make broad statements and do not deal with details. That is the responsibility of regulatory agencies.

For example, the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 says that all employers shall provide a workplace free from recognized hazards. No details are spelled out in the OSHAct. Instead, the U.S. Department of Labor was assigned the responsibility of implementing the act and making it work.

A proposed law is called a bill. While a legislative body is considering a bill, interested parties have the opportunity to present their opinions to legislators. After the bill is passed and becomes a law, however, legislators have little effect on how it is implemented.

Most laws specify a date when the law will actually go into effect. Sometimes this may be several years.

Several steps are involved in the implementation process. First, an agency proposes regulations. These proposals are made public and, again, there is opportunity to comment.

Following the comment period, the agency reviews the material it received and revises parts of the original proposed regulation, if and where appropriate. An economic analysis is done on the revised regulation, and the final proposed regulation is then sent to the Office of Management and Budget for approval.

The last step in the process is publication of a notice of final rule-making, including a date when the regulation will go into effect.

Once a regulation is in place, only the courts can revise it or declare it null and void. If the courts uphold the regulation, we live with it unless the legislative body passes a new law with different requirements or the regulatory agency proposes a revision.

Through the National Arborist Association (NAA), the tree care industry is involved in this entire process at the federal level. State or local tree organizations deal with state and local issues.

NAA has a full-time staff person who monitors Congressional activities and proposed federal regulations. If regulations are proposed that would impact the tree care industry, NAA provides testimony on them.

Very often, the tree care industry is affected by legislation or regulations that were never intended for it. Nonetheless, we are required to comply.

This column will keep you advised of developments on Capitol Hill. By being informed, you can write to your congressman or senator about legislation pending or to the regulatory agency that proposes something that you are interested in.
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WHEN YOU'RE IN THE
THICK OF IT

You always get a good day's work from rugged Wood/Chuck chippers. Call today. Check the specs. Everything starting with the 6-inch unitized heavy-duty frames to the chip-resistant paint finish tells you your Wood/Chuck is built to last, designed to perform.

Ask about Wood/Chuck 12- and 16-inch four-blade drum chippers. Recent design enhancements provide better day-after-day performance than ever before. The Hy/Roller hydraulic roller disc chipper chews up material up to 12 inches in diameter. Quiet, safe, reliable operation is just one of many features you'll like about the Hy/Roller.

Improving on-the-job efficiency is always in reach with the SkyRider Model A-50. With a 56 ft. working height and 284° articulation on the upper boom, SkyRider helps make easy work of tough jobs.

SkyRider provides smooth, continuous, safe motion throughout the operating range of the boom. That's made possible by a heavy-duty 360° ball bearing turntable and gear reduction unit.

High-efficiency design features provide the advantages of simple operation, safety, and economy. Call for detailed specifications and to discuss your specific needs.

Call today to receive your free Safety Test equipment catalog. For more than 40 years treemen, linemen, electricians, and industrial workers have used Safety Test equipment to do their jobs better and more safely. Each harness, each belt, each piece of equipment is designed and manufactured using high quality materials proven to provide the reliability, safety, and comfort so important on the job.

In addition, Safety Test operates an electrical protective equipment testing laboratory, accredited by the National Association of Independent Laboratories (NAIL).

Wood/Chuck Chipper Corp
Drawer 400
Shelby, NC 28150
1-800-438-0671
1-800-632-2256 (in NC)

Aerial Devices, Inc.
P.O. Drawer 1650
Shelby, NC 28151-1650
1-800-438-0671
1-800-632-2256 (in NC)

Safety Test
P.O. Drawer 400
Shelby, NC 28150
1-800-438-0671
1-800-632-2256 (in NC)

These three companies are affiliated through D.A. Beam Enterprises.
Aggressive Prevention of Accidents

By Peter Gerstenberger and
Tom Clancy, TCI Staff

An accident is an unintentional, unexpected happening, often resulting in some sort of injury or damage. But accidents don't simply happen; they have causes.

In this article, leading industry safety experts relate how they have attacked some of these major causes of lost time, money and personnel. Their experiences typify the problems and solutions developed by the industry.

My aching back!

Bob Reeder is safety director for Trees, Inc. in Houston, Texas. He serves as one of six appointed experts on a Governor's Committee that is revising the state's workers compensation laws.

Back injuries have cost Reeder's employer almost $1 million a year for the last four years. Back injuries account for 75% of Trees' workers compensation claims. In fact, such injuries keep employees out of work longer than any other type of injury.

After investigating the problem, Reeder found that the most significant causes of back injury were repetitious work, poor lifting technique, obesity, slips and falls, and twisting and turning. He also found that employees with back injury claims often had a history of back trouble.

Reeder feels that a combination of tactics will cut his company's losses. Poor lifting technique and problems associated with awkward objects or lifting positions are controlled by observing workers lifting, correcting their technique, and enforcing lifting policy. Awareness is raised by education and training. Employees with pre-existing back problems are screened through pre-employment physical exams. Strength-building and stretching exercises will help prevent strain injuries.

Reeder is also field-testing a variety of back support devices in the hope of reducing back injury claims.

Substance abuse

Mandatory drug testing is already in force for some businesses. Federal Department of Transportation regulations that went into effect December 20, 1989 require drug testing for drivers of commercial vehicles at firms with over 50 employees. Testing will be required at firms under 50 employees, effective December 20, 1990.

Many tree firms did not wait for the federal mandate. Dick Woods, president of J&S Tree Service in Stow, Ohio, instituted a drug abuse program at his company in January. Woods requires drug tests for all job applicants and random testing for current employees.

Random tests uncovered an abuse problem. Two employees voluntarily
The sensible alternative to spraying.

Mauget® micro-injection fits today's environmentally-conscious arborist. Capsules of premeasured and scientifically designed Mauget nutrients, insecticides and fungicides keep shade trees healthy and beautiful without spraying.

Mauget micro-injection is a closed system. No spraying, no drift. EPA registered and university proven materials are injected directly into the sap stream of the tree. Conductive vessels inside the tree transport products throughout the tree. There's no residue on non-target species and no waste.

Arborists in the Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, Southwest and Northwest report success after success on thousands of shade trees. Mauget micro-injection works time after time. It's performance proven every day — for more than 20 years.

Save trees and the environment. Inject Mauget.

J.J. Mauget Company
2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065
1-800-TREES-RX
quit after refusing to submit to random testing. One has since asked for his job back, saying he has “cleaned up his act.” Other employees’ tests were negative. Woods feels his policy is an effective deterrent to future on-the-job substance abuse.

While the concept of drug testing isn’t popular, the alternatives are limited. Some companies use confidential referral services that help employees with abuse problems. This solution is expensive, but often successful.

**Innovation is important**

Fifty years ago, tree workers climbed with rope saddles, or no saddles at all. Fifteen years ago, most were using manila ropes. These facts illustrate that accident prevention is not a final destination, but a journey that relies upon constant improvement.

Don Blair owns Sierra Moreno Mercantile, an arborist supply firm in Maryland. He is an innovator. He says, “I’ve always felt the foot lock was an excellent climbing method, but have been aware of the concern over falling or slipping. In 1989, borrowing knowledge from vertical rope climbing specialists, I recommended using a Prusik Loop belay in conjunction with the standard foot lock technique. A climber (using this belay technique) cannot fall and has both hands free.”

**Ballistic leggings**

Immediately prior to the 1988 revision of the ANSI Z133 Standard for Tree Care Safety, the Z133 Committee entertained a proposal requiring that tree workers using chain saws on the ground use ballistic leg protection—chaps—to prevent saw cuts. Had it been adopted, the proposal would have made the use of ballistic leggings a “should” requirement, one that was highly suggested but not mandatory.

At the time, accident statistics did not justify making ballistic legging use an ANSI requirement, though several large firms reported favorable results from policies that required ground persons using saws to wear them.

Apparently, times are changing. Mike Cook, safety director at Alpine Tree Care in Norwalk, Connecticut, has crews throughout the Northeast. He reports that the mandated use of chaps has resulted in a dramatic decrease in leg injuries among his employees over the past year. Each Alpine crew carries at least one pair of chaps. “The investment now saves money down the road on all aspects of health costs,” Cook explains.

**Electrical hazards**

Tree crews engaged in private residential/commercial work have several options when they encounter a tree close to electrical conductors. They can choose to ignore the hazard and take their chances with serious injury or death. They can call the utility and wait for trained crews to trim the tree—a process that can take anywhere from hours to months. Or, they can get the necessary training.
and experience to effectively recognize and deal with electrical hazards.

John Jordan, safety director for the F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company in Stamford, Connecticut, is responsible for the training of Bartlett’s general tree and public utility crews. He feels private crews are at greater risk from electrical hazards, even though their exposure to energized conductors is sporadic. On-the-job awareness training for utility crews substantially reduces risk from this ever-present hazard. Private crews don’t have the advantage of such training. Jordan wants to change that.

Bartlett uses the National Arborist Association’s Electrical Hazards Awareness Program (EHAP) to fulfill training requirements for line clearance personnel. It is Jordan’s goal to train all private crews as well. Employees are trained within 90 days of hire. In the course of the training, employees are certified in First Aid and CPR.

Jordan stresses, “EHAP does not certify people or authorize them to do line clearance, that is not the intent of our training with private crews. We want to create the awareness of the hazard, not condone unauthorized work around wires.”

Employee protection

The Asplundh Tree Expert Company, in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, has a long history of requiring its employees to use personal protective gear, according to James Allard, Asplundh’s safety director and chairman of NAA’s Safety Committee. Accident data for the company’s 13,700 employees dictated the need for certain types of protective wear beyond the standard hardhat, work boots and uniform.

Since 1985, Asplundh has required the full-time use of eye protection with side shields. In 1989, after six months of field experimentation, the company made chap use mandatory for all ground chain saw operations. Allard estimates the company has purchased over 6500 pairs of chaps. Company uniforms are cotton, not only for comfort, but also because the company feels that synthetic materials may create some additional risk from electrical side flashes for line clearance tree trimmers.

Asplundh realizes that workers face threats from unseen enemies and provides workers with a special cream for poison ivy prevention. Employees in locales where Lyme disease is endemic use a product to repel the deer ticks that transmit the disease.

Smaller firms can follow the big company’s lead by obtaining and using personal protective gear to reduce the likelihood of future accidents.

Getting to work

Most tree crews spend a substantial part of their day traveling to and from job sites. Thus, it is not surprising that, like most service industries, tree care businesses have a problem with motor vehicle accidents. More progressive companies already require employees to wear seat belts, and seat belt use may be suggested by the ANSI Z133 Standard in its next printing.

But seat belts don’t prevent accidents. Ed Johnson, vice president of equipment and safety for the Davey Tree Expert Company in Kent, Ohio, illustrates how Davey solved its bad driver problem.

Several years ago, Davey’s insurance carrier reviewed the company’s safety program and found the company needed help reducing vehicle accidents. An insurance representative discussed policies and procedures with the safety department. Those discussions focused on what training, if any, the department would want new hires to have.

After about two weeks, the insurance company representative returned with a recommendation to implement the National Safety Council Defensive Driving Course (DDCS), which involves eight hours of classroom instruction. All drivers who had been involved in two accidents within 12 months were not allowed to drive company vehicles again unless they took the course. The remainder of Davey’s drivers...
were also required to take the course.

"Several problems surfaced immediately," Johnson said. "First, the Defensive Driving Course was too long to be implemented effectively. Second, we were faced with the question of how to present the program in all the states where we are located." In addition, Johnson said, several parts of the course do not pertain to Davey's situation. The company turned to the National Safety Council for help and was able to get approval to offer an accredited four-hour course. The NSC trained the company's safety supervisors, who in turn trained other employees to be local trainers.

Davey noticed a significant drop in its vehicle accidents the first year this program was implemented, with further declines in subsequent years. The company also learned that unless the tree company asks for assistance on loss control, the insurance company probably will not volunteer to help.

Speaking of insurance

Accident prevention and insurance cost containment go hand in hand. Increasingly, experts are advising companies to take measures aimed at controlling litigation and reducing the misuse of benefits. A friendly relationship among your company, your employees, and your insurance company can have a positive effect on your claims experience as well as company morale.

Kathryn Hancock, safety director of McCoy Tree Surgery in Norman, Oklahoma, feels that companies must educate workers on workers compensation laws, which she says are designed to protect workers, not insurance companies.

Hancock's company invited insurance adjusters to attend regularly scheduled safety meetings. At these sessions, employees discuss workers compensation, laws and insurance companies. After the meetings, the adjusters are available for one-on-one conversations.

The company also provides the home telephone numbers of management people so that employees can get immediate answers to questions dealing with safety or workers compensation. Workers are encouraged to call collect, if necessary.

The relationship between employees and the insurance company is as important as the employer-employee relationship, Hancock says.

Summary

This article highlights some of the key safety issues for the industry—problems your company may face. The solutions worked out by others are likely to work for you.

Preventing accidents and controlling the associated costs means investing your time, money, diligence and a certain amount of ingenuity. Over time, the investment may yield returns in real dollars; however, the first dividend you receive is peace of mind.
CONGRATULATIONS!

Congratulations (and thank you) to NAA for providing what will be hopefully an informative and high-quality magazine for this industry.

I hope that NAA will be establishing some form of criteria for advertisers in TCI. This industry has enough difficulties getting tree care personnel (and even member companies) to follow established safety practices.

I hope you share these views and I hope you are as interested as I am in seeing a truly top-notch trade publication.

Art Braunschweiger,
Owner, Aerial Tree Experts
Bound Brook, N.J.

In behalf of everyone here at Vermeer, I would like to congratulate you on your inaugural issue of Tree Care Industry. I received a copy of the mockup of TCI and feel very confident that the National Arborist Association has a real winner in the making.

One additional thought: as the arborist marketplace continues to play an increasingly important role in the marketing efforts at Vermeer, I feel that we should make every effort to visit with key people who serve the industry . . . and to share with you our thoughts, concerns, interests, suggestions and solutions to this ever-expanding industry.

Mary Andringa,
President, Vermeer Manufacturing
Pella, Iowa

Letters should be addressed to:
Tree Care Industry
Editor
P.O. Box 1094
The Meeting Place Mall
Route 101
Amherst, N.H. 03031
The National Arborist Association

The Best Tool In The Tree Care Industry

Everything you need to get the job done right.
☑ Provides Arborist Training Program
☑ Represents The Tree Care Industry
☑ In Washington
☑ Supplies Safety Programs
☑ Offers Management Services
☑ Simplifies Government Regulations
☑ Increases Productivity, Efficiency, & Profitability

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO ALL

Membership available to commercial Tree Service Firms only.

Yes, I want to belong and take advantage of the "SPECIAL INVITATION"!
Enclosed is my check for $175 for dues through 1990!

Name ____________________________ Company ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______
Phone (_____) ______________________

The National Arborist Association
The Meeting Place Mall, P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03301-1094

It Doesn’t Cost, It Pays
The Quest For Knowledge...

Aug. 12-15, 1990  Toronto, Canada

To Register, Call: 217-328-2032
Hello, I'm From OSHA

What To Do When A Compliance Officer Knocks On Your Door

Are you prepared for a visit from an OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) compliance officer? By law, you can't have any advance notice of a visit from a compliance officer. Such inspection visits are, therefore, by their very nature, surprise visits. The inspection can be prompted by an employee's or union's complaint to OSHA, or in response to your required report to OSHA of injury to several employees or a fatal accident. Sometimes, the compliance officer may be driving by and decide on his own to check out your crew or your base of operations.

If the compliance officer comes to your shop, garage or offices to conduct an inspection, you have a legal right to bar his entry and require that he produce a search warrant. Whether you exercise this right must be weighed against the "fine-tooth inspection" you may receive when he returns with a warrant.

If, however, an employer's operation is conducted out of doors in plain view, as tree work obviously is, then the inspector does not need a warrant to issue citations on what he sees.

Ask for credentials

When an OSHA inspector calls, he must present his credentials and he must comply with your safety regulations. He must be permitted to inspect the operation without undue delay. He can interview your employees out of your presence, and he has the right to have an employee representative accompany him on his "walk-around" tour of your place of operation. You, too, have a right to accompany him on his tour. You should be sure to do so. While accompanying him, you should take careful notes on the status or condition of any item that seems to be of interest to him.

If the compliance officer takes tests or collects samples, you should take detailed notes on what he does. For instance, if the compliance officer conducts noise tests, be sure to know what kind of meter he is using, what scale it is set on, if he is testing average ambient noise or loud impulse noise, and how far from the noise source the dosimeter (noise-measuring device worn by worker) is placed. Sometimes the compliance officer will follow incorrect measuring techniques, which skew his test results. Vengeful employees also have been known to "spike" test results. In one case, employees were caught using a traffic cone as a megaphone to amplify the noise of a nearby operating chain saw. Frequently the compliance officer will return to learn more details about your operation, often to build his case. He will give you a "closing conference" when he has completed an outline of his preliminary conclusions. Only his area director can issue citations, which normally arrive a few weeks after the inspections.

Notice of contest

If a citation is issued, you have 15 working days after you receive it to file your "notice of contest" with the area director. That action has the effect of triggering a hearing before an administrative law judge of the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission, which technically is independent of OSHA itself. Overall, employers win half of such appeals. The judge's decision can be appealed to the Review Commission, and the Review Commission's decision can be appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals.

Don't be misled into paying a modest fine instead of filing a notice of contest. The "hook" is that if a violation is established and OSHA catches you in the same violation at a future time, the second offense can be termed a "repeat," even if it is committed by another employee in another place, and carry with it substantially higher fines.

Willful violations may result in criminal charges. A California tree service owner was sentenced to six months in jail and ordered to pay a heavy fine after he was found guilty of willfully exposing a tree worker to an electrical hazard, which resulted in a fatality.

A visit from an OSHA compliance officer is nothing to fear if you are in compliance with OSHA regulations. Compliance with OSHA is every employer's responsibility under the law.

- Compiled by TCI staff
OSHA’s Unlucky Seven

OSHA compliance officers may issue citations based on one of three requirements: tree care industry consensus standards, OSHA requirements for all industries, and OSHA requirements specific to the tree care industry. Here are seven of the most frequently cited violations in the tree care industry in general. The data were gathered from OSHA records.

1. **OSHA’s General Duty Clause.** This clause states that employers must provide a workplace free of recognized hazards. An OSHA compliance officer will use this when he sees an unsafe act or condition, but cannot find a specific reference in OSHA requirements. Instead, he cites the employer under the General Duty Clause, and makes specific reference to an industry standard, such as the ANSI Z133.1 Standard.

2. **Aerial lifts.** Citations include those for uninsulated lifts being operated closer than 10 feet to energized conductors, operator failing to use a body belt and lanyard, exceeding the load capacity of the boom, failing to use outriggers, or moving the vehicle with the boom elevated.

3. **Failure to use personal protective equipment.** This includes head, eye, and face protection as well as breathing apparatus and protection for body extremities.

4. **Failure to adequately prepare for medical emergencies.** The employer has to ensure the ready availability of a medical facility. If this is impossible, employees must be trained in First Aid and a physician-approved First Aid kit must be available at the work site.

5. **Failure to post an OSHA-provided notice to employees of the protections and obligations afforded by the OSHAct.** The employer must post this notice where notices are usually posted in an area frequented by employees.

6. **Failure to report accidents.** If an employee is killed on the job or more than five employees are hospitalized as the result of a workplace accident, the employer is obligated to notify the nearest office of the area director of OSHA, U.S. Department of Labor, within 48 hours.

7. **Failure to post occupational illnesses and injuries.** Employers with 10 or more employees must post OSHA’s Form 200—Log of Occupational Illnesses and Injuries—in a conspicuous location.

—Peter Gerstenberger and Tom Clancy

---

BANDIT CHIPPERS PERFORM BETTER - LAST LONGER

4 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

THE MOST WANTED BANDIT IS OUR 200 +
The High Speed 12" Capacity Tree & Brush Chipper

- Dramatically Reduces Chipping Time
- Chips at 120 Feet Per Minute

Find out why chipper users rate the Bandit “#1”. Our Dealers are ready to bring a chipper to your location.

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.

Call Today: (517) 561-2270

BANDIT 200+
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Workers Comp

Steps You Can Take To Reduce Insurance Costs

By Kay Johnson
NAA Director of Management Services

In response to the rapidly increasing cost of workers compensation insurance, employers are trying to control costs through reforms aimed at reducing litigation, controlling overuse of benefits, establishing payment guidelines and medical fee schedules, and improving administrative efficiency. Following are a few facts collected from an article in the March 1990 issue of Nation’s Business and the National Arborist Association.

—For companies involved in potentially hazardous work, workers compensation rates exceed 10% of the total payroll.
—Medical costs represent 40% of benefit costs.
—Average total cost of a claim which involves lost work time is $10,000.
—4% of all full-time workers experienced some form of job-related illness in 1988. NAA statistics indicate that 17% of tree care workers experience job-related illness or injury.

According to those statistics, overall operating insurance costs between 1988 and 1989 within the tree care industry have increased as a percentage of operating expenses ranging from .1% to 1.7%. Firms with under $250,000 in sales revenue were the hardest hit. For example, if XYZ Tree Care had operating expenses of $100,000, it paid $7,200 (7.2%) in insurance costs in 1988. In 1989, XYZ paid $8,900 (8.9%) for insurance. A substantial portion of the increase was for workers compensation.

What can be done to keep workers compensation rates at the lowest possible level? In the March issue of Nation’s Business, Robert J. Will, of Rate Consultants, Inc. of Minneapolis, suggests the following steps.

Maintain an effective safety program. Become familiar with the various safety programs available. The NAA provides a variety of safety training programs. Local hospitals and occupational health organizations also provide information and safety training. While the training program is important, constant attention to job safety by workers must be a management priority.

Keep employees happy. Satisfied employees are less likely to be hurt than dissatisfied employees. Research indicates that there is a direct connection between absenteeism and injury. Developing strategies to reduce absenteeism may reduce injuries.

Pay premiums only on straight time. Most states do not require paying premiums on paid holidays, vacation time, sick leave, or employer contributions to employee savings plans. Be sure to check into individual state requirements.

Pay small claims yourself. Paying small claims may result in lower future insurance premiums. However, claims that you pay for yourself should be reported to your insurance company in case that small claim develops into more extensive claims.

Ask for a premium discount. In some states, an underwriter can give your company a "schedule rating" discount if he has reason to believe your company is safer than average. Showing the insurer that you are making changes which will markedly reduce injuries may enable him to offer you a “schedule rating” discount.

Find and correct clerical errors. Ask for your company’s loss statement from your insurance carrier and review the loss statement at least yearly to find any errors. Some common errors are incorrect loss-reserve amounts and payments for people who are not your employees.

Change employee classifications. Workers compensation rates are set by the states. Some states base their rates upon employee classification. For example, a tree climber and an office clerical person may be classified in different categories with different rates.

Get bids for several agents yearly. When soliciting competitive bids, clearly state the level of service you want in writing. This will assure you that the bidding insurers are providing bids on the level of service you require.

Change insurance companies. Prices for workers compensation coverage may vary as much as 40% from company to company as a result of the insurer’s willingness to offer a favorable experience modification or reclassify employees to get your business. Cutting insurance costs may mean changing companies.

Controlling your costs means being aware of the workers compensation rules and regulations within your state and employing cost-management strategies that are appropriate. Becoming active in the process of reform by contacting lawmakers in your state may also result in lower workers compensation costs.
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The X-factor
Why Companies Are Vulnerable To Union Organizing Attempts

By Steven R. Semler

Assume two tree care companies in the same area each pay their employees $9 an hour. The union makes a pitch to both groups of employees, baiting them with “promises” of $12 per hour. One company’s employees embrace the union like flies to flypaper. The other company’s employees have no interest whatsoever in the wares being peddled by the union organizer.

How can these two dissimilar responses be explained? What is the intangible “X-factor” that renders one company vulnerable to union organization while that same union has little appeal and attracts no interest from employees of the neighboring company?

While the union’s appeal may be packaged on the issues of wages and benefits, it is very rare that we see an organizing campaign driven on just those issues. There is virtually always an intangible “driver” that fuels the union’s campaign among employees. It is the presence of the intangible “X-factor,” therefore, that renders one company vulnerable to union organizing attempts while leaving another untouched.

Common X-factors
The following are some of the more common “X-factors.”
- Employer shows no interest in soliciting employee’s job-related problems or concerns.
- Employees are chewed out in front of others, thus compromising their sense of self-worth.
- Employer applies rules in inconsistent fashion, thereby “playing favorites” (and also, incidentally, creating exposure to EEO claims).
- Supervisors are arbitrary, concerned only with production levels and little else.
- Employees sense lack of job security—hired when needed, dumped when slow.
- Lack of bonding to the company; people are treated like “things.” Edicts issued from distant central offices do not bond employees to a company. A good local manager can make the difference.
- Failure to foster a sense of group accomplishment. Employees who are given some latitude to determine how to accomplish company goals take pride in the company’s success and have no desire for third-party (“union”) interference.
- Arbitrary company actions.

At least one of the above X-factors is present in almost every union campaign we encounter. In our experience, it is the intangible X-factor, rather than the tangible issue of wages and benefits, that determines a company’s (or a division’s) vulnerability to union organizing activity. Attention to these issues should, therefore, help a non-union tree company stay that way.

Steven R. Semler, of Semler and Pritzker in Washington, D.C., serves as labor counsel to the National Arborist Association and to corporations in the tree care industry.
Bringing you the world’s best...

American Intertool

We travel the world over to hand you the latest pruning saws, shears and scissors. With floor and counter “pruning center” displays that make it easy for you to offer your customers the best tree care tools from the U.S., Europe and Japan.
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Aug. 12-15
International Society of Arboriculture
Annual Conference and Trade Show
Toronto, Ontario
Contact: ISA Office, (217) 328-2032

Aug. 14-16
New York State Arborists Seminar
Ithaca, N.Y.
Contact: Carolyn Steadman, (518) 783-1322

Sept. 25-28
ISA—Pacific Northwest Chapter
Everett, Wash.
Contact: John Hushagen, (206) 367-4048

Oct. 3-5
ISA—Mid-Atlantic Chapter
New Carrollton, Md.
Contact: Roger Huff, (804) 427-4461

Oct. 4-5
ISA—Minnesota Chapter
Duluth, Minn.
Contact: Kirk Brown, (612) 920-9326

Oct. 25-27
American Society of Consulting Arborists—Annual Meeting
Tarpon Springs, Fla.
Contact: Jack Siebenthaler, (813) 446-3356

Oct. 28-31
ISA—New England Chapter
Portsmouth, N.H.
Contact: John Moran, (203) 746-3014

Oct. 28-31
Tree Care Industry, Expo '90
Richmond Convention Centre
Richmond, Va.
Contact: TCI Magazine, (603) 673-8952

Nov. 1-3
ISA—Prairie Chapter
Edmonton, Alberta
Contact: Brendan Casement, (403) 472-6043

Nov. 12-15
Green Industry Exposition

PLCA, ALCA, PGMS
Nashville, Tenn.
Call: (404) 477-5222

Nov. 29-Dec. 1
Arbor Expo '90
Santa Clara, Calif.
Contact: Ira Goldstein, (818) 781-8300

Jan. 20-22, 1991
Empire State Tree Conference
Syracuse, N.Y.
Contact: Carolyn Steadman, (518) 783-1322

Jan. 30-Feb. 1, 1991
ISA—Midwestern Chapter
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Contact: Susan Givens, (405) 528-2741

Feb. 12-17, 1991
National Arborist Association, Inc.
Annual Meeting and Management Conference
Tampa, Fla.
Contact: NAA, (603) 673-3311

SKYWORKER

- Largest Parts Inventory in U.S.
- Same Day Shipments (most items)
- Technical Assistance
- Used Equipment For Sale
- Rebuild Facilities
- All Makes Trimming Equipment

AMERICAN HYDRAULICS, INC.
Rt.#4, Box 4668
Hartwell, GA 30643

404-376-3192

SKYWORKER

- All galvannealed construction
- 9' or 10' chip boxes with tool boxes for 1-ton chassis
- 10', 12' or 14' chip boxes with tool boxes and/or personnel cab combination for 2-ton chassis
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Fanno International, a service of Fanno Saw Works, is giving the arborist trade a "new edge" on pruning with a new saw tooth design. Special features of the model #FI-1311 include a thicker saw blade body and an improved laminated hardwood handle. The razor-sharp blade with six teeth per inch gives an extra smooth cutting action. Model #FI-13s-B is the same blade designed for a pole saw mount. For further information contact Fanno Saw Works, P.O. Box 628, Chico, California 95927; (916) 895-1762; FAX (916) 895-0302.

A new chain saw that is among the lightest and the most powerful in its class is now available from Husqvarna Forest and Garden Co. The Husqvarna Husky Model 42 features a 2.5-cubic-inch (42 cc) engine that delivers high power and a maximum engine speed of 14,500 rpms. The Model 42 offers Husqvarna's two-mass antivibration system. For more information about the Husky Model 42 chain saw, contact your local Husqvarna dealer or call 1-800-GET-SAWS (1-800-438-7297).

Vermeer Manufacturing Co. has introduced a heavy-duty, self-propelled stump cutter for rental operators and commercial users. The Model 206 Stump Cutter cuts out stumps 10.5 inches below and 21 inches above ground level. It is powered by a Kohler M20S gasoline engine, which operates at 19.25 hp. The self-propel feature makes the unit easy to maneuver. It is designed to withstand non-stop use. For further information contact Vermeer Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 200, Pella, Iowa, 50219, or call 515-628-3141.

FINALLY...A deep-root fertilizer that has the benefits of controlled-release nitrogen AND the ease of liquids.................

ArborFlo 16-3-3 (55% CRN) is a quality controlled-release clear liquid fertilizer ideal for surface, deep-root, and irrigation feeding of ornamental trees and shrubs. Using ArborFlo eliminates the need for handling soluble products that tend to cake and settle in your tank. You owe yourself the opportunity to try the liquid concept!

Available in 5 gallon containers, 55 gallon drums, and mini-bulks. Call or write today for prices and information.

P.O. Box 198 • Souderton, PA 18964
(800) 345-0419 • (215) 723-6001
FAX (215) 721-2800
Municipal Tree Ordinance Manual Available

The International Society of Arboriculture announces the publication of the Municipal Tree Ordinance Manual, an updated and revised edition of A Standard Municipal Tree Ordinance, published by the ISA in January 1972. This publication has been updated and revised by the Municipal Arborist and Urban Foresters Society of the ISA and incorporates a new format which should prove useful to both arborists and interested citizens.

The new manual consists of five parts to assist in ordinance development. Part I, Introduction, reviews the thoughts concerning ordinances and ideas on what process to follow. Part II, Ordinance Sections, lists and briefly describes various sections which can be included in an ordinance. Part III, Sample Ordinances, shows examples of ordinance styles. Part IV, Standards and Specifications, gives examples of arboricultural subjects that need to be covered in more detail but need not necessarily be an integral part of an ordinance. Part V, Guide for Municipal Forestry Contract Specifications, provides general contract information for bidders and specific work recommendations.

The Municipal Tree Ordinance Manual may be purchased for $25 from the ISA. When ordering, please identify the manual by title. Send check or money order to: ISA, P.O. Box 908, Urbana, IL 61801.

For additional information, contact the ISA office at the address above or call (217)328-2032.
Arbor Care is looking for some key people to join our growing California operations. We have established ourselves throughout the Western Region as the leader in high-quality tree management, primarily for the commercial market. We are now positioned for growth and can offer interested candidates rewarding career opportunities. Come grow with us. Arbor Care is an active member of the N.A.A. and the I.S.A. Western Chapter.

We are accepting resumes for foreman and the following positions:

- **Field superintendent**: San Francisco Bay area. Requires: Field Management of five crews, quality control, client relations, payroll and equipment management. EOE.
- **Operations Manager**: California. Is responsible for three branch offices to include: scheduling, personnel development and support services. EOE.

Send resumes to:
Arbor Care, 825 Mabury Road, San Jose, Calif. 95133

Hot career opportunity in tree care sales—Come work where America plays—in Palm Beach County on Florida’s Gold Coast. Expanding tree care company needs aggressive, knowledgeable person experienced in all phases of tree care sales. If you want...
- Year round work
- Unlimited advancement potential
- A prestigious address
- Full benefits
- Generous compensation based on experience...

Call Zimmerman Tree Service 407-845-1045

Distribution line clearance foresters wanted—Are you looking for a new challenge? Do you want to advance your career in the electric utility industry?

If your answer is yes, send your resume to Environmental Consultants, Inc. (ECI). ECI, the leader in vegetation management, has openings throughout the United States for experienced and energetic foresters. Applicants must have a B.S. degree in Forestry or related field and experience in Distribution Line Clearance or Transmission Right-of-Way Management with a consultant, electric utility, or contractor performing those activities.

Send resume in confidence to:
Dennis E. Holewinski, President
Environmental Consultants, Inc.
207 Lakeside Drive
Southampton, Pa. 18966-4527

We are a Midwestern full-service tree care company with a commitment to growth and personal development and we have positions available in all phases of the tree care industry. If you are a self-starter with experience in tree care then we may have the position for you. We offer an outstanding benefit package plus relocation assistance. Send resume with salary history to Josie Grosse, c/o Hendricksen—The Care of Trees, Inc., 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, Ill. 60090 (708) 394-4220.

Classified rates: $40 per inch (1-inch minimum), payable in advance. Send ad and payment to: Advertising Department, Tree Care Industry, P.O. Box 1094, The Meeting Place Mall, Amherst, N.H. 03031
Arbor
Cultural Event of the Season

Join hundreds of arborists from across the country for three days of the best and the most in arboriculture!

All the key suppliers of equipment, materials and services to the tree care industry will be at Expo '90. You'll see the most state-of-the-art equipment. You'll meet the key people behind that equipment and have a chance to talk with them one-on-one. You'll be able to make informed buying decisions; decisions that will increase the productivity and profitability of your operation. As an added bonus, the educational programs throughout the Trade Show will help you grow professionally.

You'll attend hard hitting seminars featuring world renowned arboriculture authorities, such as Dr. Alex Shigo, Don Blair, Walter Money, Dick Proudfoot, Tim Johnson and Erik Haupt. Plus, several opportunities to earn recertification credits at the pesticide applicator recertification seminars.

You'll exchange experience and knowledge with hundreds of your peers from all parts of the U.S., and enjoy the beautiful Richmond area. Just an hour away from Washington, D.C., Richmond offers a variety of activities from historical sights, to serene out-of-the-way dining, to an active and exciting night life.

This is the Expo everyone has been asking for... top speakers, a large and informative Trade Show with major exhibitors, an opportunity to network, and excellent accommodations in a beautiful part of the country. Don't miss these three exciting days!

Watch for your TCI Expo '90 Registration Kit in Tree Care Industry's August issue.

603-673-8952

Sponsored by Tree Care Industry Magazine, published by the National Arborist Association, and co-sponsored by the International Society of Arboriculture.
A Tree Grew

By Peter Felix

Many tree crews encounter difficult situations performing tree removals. I would like to share an experience that might make some of those situations seem less difficult.

Although our company is based in Nassau County on Long Island, New York, we occasionally make service calls in Brooklyn and Queens, boroughs of New York City. Brooklyn is approximately 30 miles from our warehouse. On a good day, it will take over an hour and a half to reach a destination in the western part of Brooklyn. The roads are not only overcrowded with traffic, but are lined with pot holes, stalled vehicles and other road hazards.

On this particular day we were sent to Brooklyn to do a removal. The trip took its toll on us. We were getting tired from the stop-and-go traffic and my leg was sore from riding the clutch all morning.

When we found the address of the brownstone we were looking for, we had to drive past it because there was no place to park the truck. After navigating our way through the one-way streets, we were lucky that someone had pulled out from a spot three doors down from the job. This wasn't your typical parking spot; it was a spot where our truck and chipper would be double parked but out of the way of traffic. The cones we set out were practically under the chipper and truck and were pretty much useless.

The men on the streets drinking out of paper bags made us realize that one of us should stay with the truck while the other rang the doorbell. This was a typical brownstone apartment complex—a straight row of houses all connected with no alley or side yard between them. This one had a lengthy flight of stairs leading to the front door.

Mrs. Mint invited me in and led me through a series of narrow hallways, through the living room, through the kitchen and out a sliding glass door that led to the deck. The tree was staring me right in the face but my attention was aimed at the iron spiral staircase that led from the deck to the tree.

The tree was 40 feet tall with a 30-foot spread. The yard was 20 feet long and about 15 feet wide. I looked at the work order: Remove one mulberry tree rear of property. Remove all resulting debris.

I looked again at the tree. I looked at the trunk diameter. I looked back at the iron spiral staircase. I looked for a way out. I pictured the narrow hallways. I thought about the men drinking out of paper bags. I looked back at the work order wishing it was a want ad for a job in a shoe store.

I thought if we really worked as fast and as hard as we could, we might be able to get the job done and be home by 9 that night. I went out to the street and got my partner. We took turns carrying equipment through the house. I looked at my watch and timed myself as I walked through Mrs. Mint's house with a pole saw. It took three minutes without scratching any of the walls.

We brought all the expensive equipment except for the chipper into Mrs. Mint's backyard. We decided the best way was to go up and remove the tree one section at a time. Since I knew it would be a long affair, I decided to see just how much brush I could carry at one time. I also wanted to see how much Mrs. Mint would let me get away with. As I came through the house with less than I started with (thanks to the spiral staircase), I asked Mrs. Mint to move her coffee cup out of my way. She yelled at me and said sternly, "Do you think you could cut that up smaller? I don't want to have to repaint my walls, ya know."

By 6 p.m. we had all the brush out of the yard and chipped. Mrs. Mint still had at least one coat of paint on her walls but still had some wood in her back yard. We had filled the truck to the brim with chips and had barely enough room to put tools. We told Mrs. Mint that we would come back for the wood the next time we were in Brooklyn. She was a good sport, thanked us and gave us a tip. Not money, some advice: she told us that the next time we have to take a tree down in that situation, try using a helicopter.

Editor's Note: Peter Felix is employed by F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company in New York.

Do you have a story for From the Field? TCI will pay $50 for published articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing for grammar, style and length. Entries must be submitted by field workers and must bear the name of the worker and his employer or they will not be considered for publication. Articles and photos must be received by the first day of the month for the following month's issue.
Since 1958, The Height of Success has been Aerial Lift of Milford, CT!

Introducing the new optional “Feed Sensor” available exclusively on the Vermeer 1250 Brush Chipper.

Delivers maximum operating efficiency and control on the heaviest-built hydraulic-feed chipper in its class. The “Feed Sensor” electronically monitors engine drag and then instantly signals and controls hydraulic feed to reduce overloading. Means less engine wear, fewer feed jams, fewer repairs. As a result, you free your crew to concentrate more on brush control and less on equipment problems.

Plus, the Vermeer 1250 keeps your gang off the street with curbside feed. Wide open waist-high feed table makes it easy. Diesel options give you all the power you need.

Want more information? Call toll-free today.

Vermeer Manufacturing Co.
New Sharon Road
Pella, Iowa 50219 U.S.A.
800-829-0051
In Iowa (515)628-3141

Ask us about our Full-year parts warranty.

"THE DIGGIN' DUTCHMAN"
Vermeer
The Quality Shines Through...